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A Stroll Along
Tha Phae Road

Better late than never

Drop us a line for information 
and to contact the editor

Putting a magazine together is 
a slow process, particularly when 
you wear all the hats, but I’d like 
to say a very big thank you to 
all those who enjoyed the first 
issue enough to subscribe, far 
more than I envisaged. (And an 
apology for the delay in getting 
issue two out – like I said, it’s a 
slow process!) An especial thank 
you to those of you who said 
such lovely things; ‘Great reads 
and very good photos’, ‘The first 
issue was awesome!’, ‘Your mag is 
REALLY good!’, and my person-
al favourite, ‘A thoroughly good 
read, a touch of whimsy, some 
outstandingly good photographs.’ 
I can’t think of any greater com-
pliment than to say my writing 
has a ‘touch of whimsy’!

In this issue we look at some 
of the ways different cultures 
deal with their dearly departed 
in Gone but not forgotten, stroll 
down the once neglected ‘main 
street’ of Chiang Mai that is now 
making a come-back, go out of 
town to Lamphun to visit a glo-
rious sculpture and plant garden, 
and plenty more besides, as well 
as giving you the opportunity to 
promote your business free of 
charge.

I hope you enjoy the magazine 
and I look forward to hearing 
from you with suggestions and 
comments.

Until next time.

  Derek Workman

Editor’s note: This magazine is totally self-funded, receives no payment or incentives 
for any articles and pays every expense from its own pocket. It does not and will 
not sell advertising or look for financial support in any way whatsoever. Any 
publicity offered is done free of charge on a reciprocal basis to promote the magazine.

mailto:derek%40chiangmaiuncovered.com?subject=Could%20you%20please%20send%20me%20information%20about%20promoting%20my%20business%20in%20Chiang%20Mai%20Unovered
mailto:derek%40chiangmaiuncovered.com?subject=Could%20I%20have%20a%20word%20please?
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As you tuck into your food at Street Pizza and Wine Houzz you could be forgiv-
en for thinking that, judging by the paintwork, polished teak floors and original 
fittings, the restaurant had been open for generations, the only changes being 
the addition of modern furnishings and decorative bits. But you would be wrong. 
When husband and wife team Bank and Saya took over the premises in the middle 
of 2015 the main decoration was by way of big buckets of hot soapy water, the 
perfect solution to keep the original family home ambience that makes the restaurant stand out from so many 
over-designed establishments around Chiang Mai. And the food is pretty nifty too.

I went for the Chiangmai Style, with a selection of toppings I wouldn’t usually associate with a pizza. Thickly 
layered over the tomato sauce, Thai sausage, shieji mushrooms, Naprik-Aong (no idea) and mozzarella on a 
perfect base barely thicker than two credit cards but that didn’t go soggy despite the sauce. An ace of a pizza, 
enhanced by the perfectly infused chili and garlic oil I lavishly drizzled over it, far more of an addition to pizzas 
than most people realise.

Attentive but not obtrusive staff, good music, a balcony to watch the world go by on and live music three 
nights a week ranging from classical violin and guitar to Thai pop played on a piano. A place to return to.

The tingle-tongue test

Dining at home

To receive future issues of Chiang Mai Uncovered, click here.

7-15 Thapae Road. Tel. 085 073 5746

I’d walked through Chang Chalaad  twice a month to climb 
the spiral staircase for my massage with Chai, a delightful 
chap and the best masseur I’ve come across in Chiang Mai, 
but for some reason I never ate there until recently – and 
discovered what I’d been missing all those months. 
I rarely look at menus, I leave that in the hands of my din-

ing companion, Tukta, who has a prolific knowledge of Thai gastronomy simply 
because she loves to eat. She chose kai pad metmamuang, small pieces of chicken 
fried in spicy batter then stir-fried with cashew nuts and vegetables, moo pad 
king, fried pork with ginger, and massaman curry with chicken. Each had its own 
distinctive flavour and one of the bonuses for me was that the vegetables were 
al dente, elsewhere they are sometimes a bit overcooked. The ginger made my 
tongue tingle – always a good sign. As it’s in a mainly tourist area, chef Somwang 
has eased back on the chilli a bit but that doesn’t detract in the slightest from the 
splendid flavour of the food, even for someone like me who amuses the Thai at 
how spicy I can take it. Chang Chalaad is a slow food restaurant because 
Somwang prepares every dish individually from scratch – and it’s definitely 
worth the wait. Excellent value for money. Sri Poom Road Soi 1, 15-1

For centuries there’s been so much clap-
trap talked about wine, often by those 
who couldn’t tell a beaujolais from a bacon 
sandwich but tried to impress by throw-

ing in references to chocolate notes, a hint of wild 
strawberries, or as one anally-retentive oenologist 
once commented, ‘a lingering aftertaste of slate’. 
The mantle has passed to those who pontificate 
pointlessly about coffee – and boy, do most of 
them talk a complete load of old cojones – but as 
if that wasn’t bad enough it’s almost impossible to 
escape Latte Art, pointless scribings in foam that 
are now de rigueur in almost every coffee shop.

Arty tarty 
Let me state my case clearly and unequivocally. I 

hate foam on coffee and I hate even more the time 
spent putting a stupid design on it that lets the cof-
fee go cold while someone who has convinced him 
or herself that this is the epitome of artistic cre-
ation fiddles around with it. I feel enormously sad 
that a person can go home at the end of the day 
feeling a sense of achievement at making coffee 
look pretty. But these people surely do exist.

To quote from the publicity of the 2015 World 
Coffee Events, ‘The World Latte Art Championship 
is by far the most photographed competition in 
the entire WCE portfolio. And why not? It’s a living 
gallery of some of the finest consumable art in the 
world—and perhaps the only form of art with an 
expiration of less than three minutes.’

Apparently thirty-six of the ‘world’s top latte 
artists’ took to the stage in Sweden to ‘show off the 
very best of their abilities in the medium of es-
presso and milk.’ Forget about oil, pastel, canvas or 
chiaroscuro, coffee and milk are now the ‘medium’ 
for art. Funny, I always thought they were some-
thing to drink.

Each ‘artist’ could use ‘etching tools’ (in other 
words a bit of wood with a point on the end) and 
other ‘ingredients’ (my head can’t get beyond 
sugar because any other ingredient makes it taste 
like muck, including all those syrups that cafes 
overcharge for to boost their profit margin). But 
I forget… this is ‘art’, not a cup of coffee to enjoy. 
Silly me!

At least as far as The World Latte Art Championship 
goes we can congratulate one of our own, Arnon 
Thitiprasert of Ristr8tt0 who took fifth place. As 
the media blurb put it, Mr Thitiprasert ‘asserted 

his command 
of the milk 
pitcher during 
his outstanding 
finals routine. 
Think fantastical 
depictions of 
gentle swans, 
mighty owls 
mid-flight, and 
mystical drag-
ons with sinister 
smiles.’ 

As if having a design scratched in or poured on 
your frothy coffee isn’t bad enough, some genius 
has come up with the idea of ‘The Ripple Maker’, 
which, according to the manufacturer, ‘combines 
hardware and software to deliver a new communi-
cations platform that produces high-resolution de-
signs and messages, which are “rippled” onto the 
drinks.’ Hmm, so now it’s not only ‘art’ it’s a ‘com-
munications platform’. And the manufacturers go 
on to say, ‘Any venue that serves coffee will be able 
to take advantage of the opportunities for engage-
ment, loyalty and emotional connection that the 
so-called ripples provide.’ Can’t say I’ve ever had an 
emotional connection with a cup of coffee. Maybe 
I’m missing something. 

Having thought about it for a moment, nope, I’m 
not missing a doggone thing, but Yossi Meshulam, 
CEO of Steam Co who produce the idiotic machine 
obviously thinks otherwise. “Latte art is one the 
most shared images on social media. We’re taking 
latte art to a whole new level. When you put some-
thing beautiful in someone’s hands, they want to 
share it. That’s how we’re making a ripple on the 
world.” And at a price tag of $999 I wonder how 
much that ripple is going to boost the price of your 
daily cup of java?

With respect to Mr. Thitiprasert and his obvious 
dedication to his ‘art’ I’ll pass on his ‘fantastical 
depictions’ any day in favour of a good, hot café 
con leche as made at my former local caff in Valencia, 
Spain. No pictures, no pretentions, just honest 
freshly ground coffee, milk and water, poured into 
a glass and banged on the counter by Javier the 
curmudgeonly old café owner, who would laugh in 
your face if you ever thought of calling him a 
barista – and please don’t start me on that particular 
piece of stupidity!

http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/
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A Stroll along 
Tha Phae Road

Find a city with a river and you can almost guarantee 
that’s where its commercial heart lies, or at least lay. 

Chiang Mai is no different.

T
he Mae Ping River was the lifeblood of 
Chiang Mai long before supermarkets, 
malls and Mayas were even a twinkle in a 
developer’s eye. It was the river that gave 

Tha Phae Road its name; tha means harbour in Thai 
and phae meaning floating house or raft and with the 
harbour being where Narawat Bridge now stands and 
the floating houses and 
businesses of the river 
traders close by, it seemed 
natural that as the road 
linked the harbour and 
the entrance to the old 
city, it should adopt the 
name Tha Phae Road. 
A stroll along Tha Phae 
Road inevitably leads to 
much criss-crossing of 
the street, taking your life 
in your hands as you face down tuk-tuks, songtaew, 
motorbikes and cars. Best to use zebra crossings when 
possible.
With your back to the river begin your saunter from 
the arch that straddles Tha Phae Road. First on your 
right of note is Baan Tuek Art Centre, part of the 
Faculty of Fine Arts of Chiang Mai University; not old, 
but attractive. Glide through the wooden double doors 
and you enter a bright arts space with regularly chang-
ing exhibitions. Glide even further up the alleyway 
at the side of the building and you enter a delightful 
courtyard with what appears to be an original balco-
nied house on one side and a small garden below it. 
Unkempt and apparently disorganized, it is packed 

with floribunda that almost sparkles in the dappled 
sunlight. A tinkling fountain does its best to compete 
with the noisy school-kids next door. There’s nothing 
of historic importance in the spot, other than a couple 
of antique cars in glass booths, but it’s a pleasing place 
to escape the sun and tumult of the traffic outside.
A casual shuffle down the left side of Tha Phae road 

brings you to the beautiful 
old building that houses 
Dan Collections. When I 
first visited Dan a couple 
of years ago it was a de-
lightful repository of all 
things historical – or at 
least historically collectable 
– with a glorious selection 
of wooden spirit houses, 
intricate carvings, delicious 
textiles and antique Bud-

dhas. I was amused by their sign that declared that the 
shop was ‘full to overflowing with Beautiful Buddhist 
art and artifacts’ and boasted that ‘All Buddhas have 
been blessed in the Temple and the blessing passed on 
to you.’  It is now a collection of six small units selling 
mainly tourist items, although Dan still have some 
attractive items on display. 
 Above the shops Street Pizza has created a lovely 
restaurant by resisting the temptation to over-restore 
what was once a family home in this beautiful historic 
old building. (See Dining at Home p.4)
You could walk right past ‘Unique Space’, next but one 
to Dan. A fashion shop no wider than its door it is simply 
a covered-over alleyway, a perfect example of the Thai 

approach to leaving no space underutilised.
Directly opposite is is Spices Indian food store and 
restaurant, bright yellow and worthy of the praise 
heaped upon it for the deliciousness of its menu. 
One of the loveliest buildings, crying out for renovation 
is a couple of steps along from ‘Unique Space’. It’s yellow 
ochre-painted walls fading and mouldy, badly-weath-
ered woodwork, disintegrating fretwork balustrades, 
it gives a poignant reminder of the elegance of 19th 
Century Thai wooden architecture, now 
spoiled by the purple excrescence of Siam 
Commercial Bank’s cash machine cabin. 
A newsagent-cum-souvenir shop runs the 
length of the façade on the ground floor, but 
the ladies who stand guardian over the entrance aren’t 
swayed by a smile to let you see more of the interior.
Rantanpon stationery store, opposite, has seen plen-
ty of loving care and attention on the outside, but its 
gloomy interior and tubular lighting creates no wish 
to linger, and nor is there reason other than to stock 
up on pens and paper because the walls, displays and 
decoration are strictly utilitarian, although it’s said 
that it has a beautifully decorated ceiling in the living 
quarters above.
The two gems of Tha Phae Road sit next to each other, 
separated by a sulphurous-looking canal  over which 
the Maekae Bridge, erected in 1902, crosses. 
Raming Tea House is a two-story teak building 
constructed in 1915. After being home to various 
businesses, including a medical clinic and an Italian 
restaurant, by the turn of the century it was beginning 
to show its age. Thankfully, instead of demolishing the 
stylish historic building – the fate of too many of the 

wooden buildings on Thapae Road, the owners decid-
ed on a major restoration, completed in 2003, that har-
moniously brought together the original structure and 
the necessities of the new millennium. The scrolled 
fretwork of the pillars, an original tiled floor, and spin-
ning fans to keep the rooms cool, all retained. Step out 
into the garden and have tea at the small tables dappled 
by the sunlight sprinkling through shade trees. A total 
delight. 

Wander over the bridge to Thapae Inn, 
a cheap-end hostel with no external 
appeal. To appreciate its sheer weirdness 
you don’t need register, simply stick 
your head through the door. Plenty of 

places dress themselves up in antiquery and bric-a-tat, 
but Thapae Inn outdoes them all, the complete antith-
esis to its next-door neighbour. Old advertising media, 
a Shell petrol pump, packs of playing cars – you could 
while away the hours in nostalgic contentment, rem-
iniscing about a youth sans ipods and dumbphones, 
when a holiday photo meant something and wasn’t just 
a selfishie to show you’d been there.
Directly opposite, the tumbling garden of Celadon and 
Ceramics – Special price! - whose hand-written sign is 
so encrusted with dirt that it’s probably been a while 
since a pot was sold.  It doesn’t look much at night, 
other than a place with a weird sculpture thingy cov-
ered in sparkling fairy lights, but when the shop doors 
are open it’s the original Aladdin’s Cave of plastic toys, 
models, second-hand cassette tapes, garden ornaments 
– as kitsch as kitsch can be but hours of fun giggling 
over things that you really wouldn’t want to buy
A stroll further down the road are two temples almost 

The beautiful Raming Tea Room, outside... ...inside

The two gems of 
Thapae Road

sit next to each
other
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opposite each other, Wat Bupparam, ornate and much 
visited and on the ‘safari’ route of tuk-tuks packed with 
visitors who wave their selfie wands in the air, ensure 
luck by releasing a few finches from small woven 
bamboo cages (although it’s not so lucky for the finches 
who invariably end up back in the cage), and whizz 
off to their next destination on their mad-cap tour 
of Chiang Mai. (And I’ve yet to discover why Donald 
Duck stands in the garden. Even given the power of  
Disney I can’t believe he has been accepted into the 
Buddhist pantheon.)
Tucked away to the side, much less visited than the 
gaudy temple, is the original, a 300-year-old wooden 
delight, far more charming in its simplicity than the 
heavily ornate main temple, for all its grandeur. Har-
monious but with the curious decorative addition of 
plates screwed to the ceiling in the manner that would 
have been seen in a suburban semi of 1980’s Britain. 
On the opposite side of the road, Wat Saenfang appears 
to be the poor relation, neglected until recently, with 
its stupa blackened by humidity and plant-life clinging 
tenuously to the chinks and cracks. It is being given a 
lick of smartening-up, as befits an important temple in 
Chiang Mai (although you would never know it), and 
its Buddha statue claims third place in the New Year 
Festival parade of Songkran. It also has the two longest 
Naga in Chiang Mai that undulate their serpentine way 
from the street to the temple, set back off the road. 
There’s little left of note at the Tha Phae Gate end of 
the road, other than a beautiful white building on your 
right with a peacock adorning its roof, the Buddhist 
symbol of wisdom. 
As you wander along Tha Phae Road you may not be 
aware of its secret hidden in plain view. It is one of 
only two streets in Chiang Mai where electricity cables 
run underground so as not to disturb the visual appeal 
of the charming buildings that haven’t yet been swept 
away by rampant and tasteless building. (The other is 
Chang Klan Road, home to the Night Bazaar.) Having 
drifted downward in the late 1990s Tha Phae Road has 
steadily been climbing its way back and now has many 
top-end shops catering to tourist and resident alike. 
Possibly one of the nicest meanders in the city.

S
uffering chronic back problems for years, Brian 
Carraway found that one of the few things that 
actually helped was time spent in a comfortable 
hammock. He stumbled across a social project 

outside Chiang Mai where a hill tribe community, the 
Mlabri, were making a Mayan style woven hammock. 
Without realising it at the time, Brian was about to get 
his hammock – 
and a completely 
new career path.

The project 
has been going 
for ten years 
under the direc-
tion of Udom 
Suksaneai who’s 
family came to 
Thailand from the US more than thirty years ago. 
He was making a more traditional style hammock 
with traditional material and it was his idea to 
come up with parachute-style material. 

‘I knew that the travel style of hammock was 
very popular in the States, so I went home and 
did a lot of market research,’ says Brian. ‘The 
hammock movement there was becoming popu-
lar for a few reasons; ‘hammocking’ is something 
social now. It’s something to do with friends and 
family, making them communal and something to be 
shared with others.’

The first two seamstresses employed by Flying 
Squirrel were family friends of Udom’s, sisters 
Sumalee and Sukanya from Rong Fong, a small vil-
lage just outside Phrae. After a year of prototyping the 
company came up with the hammock now in produc-
tion. It was the sisters’ idea to take the pouch from 
the hammock itself and using it as a fabric tensioner 
allowing it to slide along the body of the hammock 
creating different ways to sit and lie in it. Adjustments 
allow you to sit more upright like in a chair, making it 
easier to read, work on your laptop, or socialize with 
those around you. You dont get wrapped up in it like 
a cocoon so it’s more communal. While the quality of 

the product is of utmost importance, so is the quality 
of life of those who make it. 

‘We don’t want our products to be made in ques-
tionable environment where working conditions are 
bad,’ says Brian. ‘The alternative work in the area is 
making a pair of pants for six baht a piece. We pay 
160% above Thai basic wage, so it’s already a better 
situation financially and this is an even easier product 
for them to sew, a middle panel and two side panels. 
The sisters work from home and we provide all the 
equipment and materials. They have two dependent 
family members who need constant supervision, which 
means one sister can’t leave the house without the 
other being there. It works out better for them; it’s all 

about work-life balance.’ 
With current production 

running at 50-60 hammocks a 
week Brian Carraway admits 
that Flying Squirrel is scraping 
by, but he has plans. ‘If I can 
get it into the US and get a 
good push, come next spring 
when there’s a peak in interest 
– it’s a very seasonal business 
– I would say within about a 
year it could be commercially 
viable. Ideally it would be nice 

to produce 300-400 a month, and having inventory 
instead of just fulfilling orders.’ If their Kickstarter 
launch in July or August goes well that will be their 
entrance to the American market.

‘I wouldn’t be able to do this in the states. Thailand 
has given me so much my life has changed massively 
in just my personal evolution. We want Flying Squirrel 
to be the number one employer in some of the villages 
in northern Thailand . We want to bring higher wages 
that will build a sense of pride and create more oppor-
tunity in some of the areas that are still fighting the 
vicious cycle of limited opportunity.’

Made in Chiang Mai
FLYING SQUIRREL OUTFITTERS

More info on Flying Squirrel Outfitters

https://www.facebook.com/flyingsquirreloutfitters/?fref=ts
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T
hirty years ago I was a sign-writer, sharing 
my work between the two totally contrast-
ing design and life styles of the mountain 
towns of the Lake District in the north 

of England and the sun-soaked villes of the south of 
France. For a while I worked as an itinerant sign-writer, 
often sleeping in my van as I travelled around England. 
Those were the days of sable brushes, laboriously 
lettered serif fonts, subtle shading adding depth and 
texture to the signs of sweetie shops, hotels, restau-
rants, garages and bakeries, beach bars, campsites. My 
own van publicised in intricate fairground lettering 
layered over faux marble:

Derek Workman
Furniture decorator and restorer, signwriter

And thoroughly fine chap

I gave it up when everything went plastic, rapidly- 
made signs of no distinction that crassified the facades 
of beautiful historic buildings.

After ten years living in Valencia, Spain, I began to 
see the appearance of more and more gloriously deco-
rated roll-down shutters on shops and garages, making 
the streets a public art gallery in after-shopping hours. 
For the next five years, until I came to live in Thailand, 
I would ride the city on my bike photographing these 
beauties until I had a large collection of ‘street jewely’.
To be fair, though, for every beautifully painted shop 
there were an equal number of terrible paint-sprayed 
scribblings on the walls that defaced the city’s delight-
ful architecture to the point where Valencia became 
known for this visual desecration.

The world and his brother (or sister) complain about 

If your ambition is to paint a mural the size of a house but all you have is 
a sketch pad, where to you go to practise for the really big jobs?

the bundles of cables that obscure the view in almost 
every town or city in Thailand but one thing I didn’t 
see much of in my rides around Chiang Mai was the 
ugly graffiti that so spoiled Valencia. What painting 
I saw was often of a high standard, showing that the 
street artist had practised his skill somewhere. But 
where do you practise painting a four meter phantas-
magorical fish? I found part of the answer when I rode 
around the back of the abandoned women’s prison on 
Rajvithi and saw a young man spraying his latest art-
work on one of the long walls. Following the perimeter 
I found a gallery of graffiti, some more advanced than 
others, where street artists had used the walls of the 
abandoned building as their canvas. The same in the 
tumble-down shacks that had presumably once housed 
the warders and their families – a secret gallery hidden 
from public view.

I began to look out for more of these places and 

found one on Kaeo Narawat Road where a disused 
petrol station had become the studio of street artists, 
some of the same who had used the women’s prison, 
judging by their artistic styles. And then I began to see 
large-scale work such as the thirty-five+ metre mural 
on Arak Road and plenty of small-scale paintings. 
But I didn’t see two things; the wholesale scrawls that 
spoiled many beautiful buildings in Valencia and few 
painted roll-down shutters decorated in designs to suit 
the business behind them. 

So perhaps shop keepers might be persuaded to give 
these painters of street jewelry an opportunity to take 
their art to a commercial level, one that would brighten 
the streets of Chiang Mai, lightening the image of an 
urban landscape currently made grim my excessive 
cables and poorly maintained properties made patch-
work with black blotches of humidity.

Subscribe to 
Chiang Mai uncovered

http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/
http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/
http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/
http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/
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From a discarded amulet a glorious 
garden grew

Lamphun’s Rich     
   Red Earth S

ilence, with no sound or movement except the 
cooing and fluttering of bird life, the occasional 
plop of a fish breaking the surface of a large 
pond, creating a circular wavelet that spreads 

gently outward before dissipating, the splashing of 
fountains and the sound a child’s voice chattering in 
the distance. After the clamour of Chiang Mai I’m in 
the Garden of Eden, or more strictly speaking, Ban 
Phor Liang Meun Thai Plant Garden, a garden that 
appears to have been designed for Royalty to take 
their evening promenade over humpbacked bridges 
of sweeping elegance, pergolas with dangling extrava-
gances of buttercup yellow blossoms, and ornate statu-
ary of pensive chaps gazing into the far distant future.

Ban Phor Liang Meun is 
the child of Mr. Sutthiphong 
Maiwan, better known as Khun 
Dang. As a young man he trav-
elled widely in Asia, studying 

the arts of Cambodia and Indonesia as well as his na-
tive Thailand, but it was mainly the two former coun-
tries that influenced his work. As a self-taught artist 
he had a small studio at the family home in Chiang 
Mai and it was here, in his early thirties, inspired by 
the Buddhist amulet, a necklace receiving Buddha’s 
blessings and protection, that he made his first art-
work.  Amulets are traditionally made from clay, but 
not proud of his original piece he threw it away.  It was 
this dismissive gesture that was to be the founding of 
Terra-cotta Arts because some time later a foreigner 
(of unknown variety) was visiting the studio, found 
the discarded amulet and, because it looked very old, 
bought it, inadvertently becoming the company’s first 
customer. But Khun Dang saw beyond one simple 

amulet that had prematurely aged and began using 
a natural aging process to create sculptures, ornately 
decorative panels and a host of object d’art that looked 
as though they had come from the walls of an aban-
doned city, lost somewhere in the mists of time.

As part of his earlier researches Khun Dang discov-
ered that the earth of Lamphun was rich in organic 
materials, known as the thickest clay in Thailand and 
perfect for producing terra-cotta. In 1982 he bought 
eight acres of land in Tambon Rimping in Lamphun 
Province, the origin of what was to become Ban Phor 

Statues of contemplation and meditation

A dismissive gesture 
that led to the 
founding of 

Terra-Cotta Arts
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Liang Meun Thai Plant Garden (the name comes 
from his grandfather, Meun, Phor Liang signifying a 
respected person in a community, which is how his 
grandfather, a renowned traditional Thai doctor, was 
addressed).

Over twenty-five years the small group of sculptors 
have mastered the art of clay sculpting in Cambodian, 
Indonesian, Haripunchai and Lana styles; gods and 
goddesses including Shiva and Ganesh; Chinese em-
perors, animals, and modern art. Some of the panels 
tell stories from the Ramayanar and have been beauti-
fully transformed into three-dimensional images of the 
epic Sanskrit poem. Other works cover a wide range of 
styles including wall hangings, bas-reliefs, high-reliefs, 
lanterns and archways.

Ban Phor Liang Meun may well be one of the fore-
most manufacturers of terra-cotta art in Thailand but 
you will struggle to find any resemblance to a formal 
production process here. Each piece, no-matter how 
grand, is made by hand in what to a western eye looks 
like a ramshackle assembly of old sheds. When the 
sculptor is happy with the finished article it is cut into 
sections no more than half-a-metre high to fit into 
the Tao-Mang-Gorn, the brick kiln derived from the 
ancient ‘dragon ovens’ of China, so called because they 
are long and thin. Around the workshops scattered 
piles of figures, ornate bricks and the occasional huge 
head make you feel as if you are walking around 
Angkor Wat on a day when it’s closed to the public.

Through three decades the garden has expanded 
to create an art and nature conservation site where 
flowers and trees mentioned in Thai literature and 
other rare plants can be studied. Tabebuia aurea, the 

tree of gold, brownea ariza; scarlet flame bean tree with 
its hanging bunches of vivid blossom; the jade vine, 
strongylodon macrobotrys, whose pale green flower has 
stems that can grow up to eighteen inches long and 
gives the tree its name.

Fenced in by sections of ancient tree trunks of 
phantasmagorical shapes as if Tree Guardians had 
placed the bones of their ancestors there for protec-
tion, the Bonsai Garden is an incredible adventure into 
the miniature. This is one of the largest collections of 
Bonsai in Thailand, each miniature natural work of art 
nurtured by Khun Dang’s own hands. 

The focal point to fully appreciate the terra-cotta 
artworks of Ban Phor Liang Meun is the Khmer Gar-
den, with its cascading fountain, story-telling panels, 
and meditative statues, all set in lush green lawns and 
shade-providing trees. But the pièce de résistance is a 
work in progress, a thirty-metre-high pagoda built 
using all the skills, design and imagination of Khun 
Dang’s thirty years of sculpting in terra-cotta. This is 
his showpiece and monument all in one, a tribute to 
his life’s work but also a place for young artists to study. 
Begun four years ago and due to be finished later this 
year, even Khun Dang himself isn’t exactly sure of the 
completion date; there’s always a little something here, 
a fine tuning there, but if it’s to be your masterwork 
you don’t want to rush.

Ban Phor Liang Meun Thai Plant Garden 
is open to the public by arrangement. 
Call  0815 949 444
Map reference: N18.60412 , E98.97728
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Gone... 
 but not forgotten

E
very culture has its own way of respecting 
their dearly departed. The Chinese send up 
in flames great wads of money, sporty cars, 
the latest in chi-chi fashion or the grandest 

of stately homes – all fake of course – to provide for a 
comfortable afterlife for those who have just left this 
one. In contrast, for a Muslim funeral the body is ritu-
ally washed and wrapped in three layers of white cloth, 
laid in a grave with perhaps a few prayers being said, 
and the mortal form completely forgotten. 
If you can’ t take it with you...

Just north of Chiang Mai’s Superhigh-
way is the Khuang Sing Chinese Ceme-
tery, a place of undulating greenery, the 
grass cut as trim as an English bowling 
green, that looks like rows of terraced 
houses in Hobbitsville. Step through the 
small side gate on Anusawaree Singha  and the first 
tomb to strike your eye is a beautiful miniature blue-
tiled pagoda, the epitome of historic Chinese architec-

ture. This sanctum is the only 
one in this style, a mildly 
humerous touch of singular-
ity in the repetition of every 
other tomb following the 
same format of decorative 
panels placed on the front, 
although as with many ele-
ments of life, death is used as 

a way of showing off the affluence of the deceased. If 
they can’t take it with them at least an ostentatious 
burial place can show how well off they were in life. 

Decorating many of the tombs are painted urns full 
of flowers, fish and animals, bucolic scenes of mountains 
and lakes, stands of bamboo and branches of blossom to 
remind the deceased of their ancient homeland; glorious 
exemplars of calligraphic art, dragons of ever fearsome 
visage and demeanor. 

Most of the tombs have moderately simple facades free 
of any decoration save the occupant’s name and a brief 

note of their existence. Rows of council 
house terracing for the dead. Filter away 
from the celestial homes of the hoi-poloi 
to the ‘suburbs’, the outer edges of the 
graveyard and like the gated communities 
of the earthly-bound wishing to isolate 

themselves from the common herd the palatial residences 
of the well-to-do become more ornate, celebrating the 
wealth of the owner and their position in society. Gilded 
Foo Lions (known as Foo Dogs in the west) stand eternal 
guard, the side panels painted on cement of the middle 
classes become elegant 3D carvings of cranes in flight and 
other imagery symbolising the resident’s ancestry. 

An occasional unfinished structure looks like a house 
on a fancy estate where the owner ran out of money, but 
judging by the vases of wilted flowers in front of some of 
them the owner took up residence anyway.

Everyone watches in 
admiration at 

the speed he lugs 
his hoe

Simplicity and a short goodbye
In total contrast to the ornamentation of the 

Chinese Cemetery, the Muslim burial ground looks 
like an old graveyard that has been forgotten about and 
left to go to seed. In a way, that’s true, because in the 
Muslim tradition once the body is interred the mor-
tal remains are simply left, with nothing to show for 
their being there other than a small marker with the 
deceased’s name, birth and death dates. As ever, this 
sometimes varies slightly with modest embellishment, 
something frowned up by the Islamic faith.

On my visit to the Muslim Cemetery on Padad Road 
I see a grave being dug so stand at a respectful distance 
watching workers at their labours. A leathery-skinned 
man as skinny as a rake sports the long beard without 
moustache typical of the Arab Muslim, although I find 
out later he’s Burmese. He grins with a mouthful of 
rotted teeth and waves me over. 

I am greeted by Mr Saphret, a fourth generation 
Thai of Chinese descent who speaks excellent English, 
courtesy of a Catholic education at Montfort Academy. 
On my first visit it had seemed incongruous that there 
are headstones written in Chinese until Mr Saphret 
tells me that sixty per cent of Muslims in Chiang Mai 
are of Chinese descent. He points out the grave of his 
grandparents, in a graveyard that is over two hundred 
years old, one of three around the city.

According to Islamic shariah law, the body should 
be buried as soon as possible after death, and the eight 
men assembled to dig the grave are all volunteers 
brought together by a phone call to tell them there is a 

body to be interred and help is needed. They may not 
know the deceased or the people they will be working 
with but bring their own adzes, hoes and buckets for the 
digging and planks of wood to take their weight without 
disturbing the soil as they go about their work, which 
they do with enthusiasm. Burmese, Chinese, a Buddhist 
who converted to Islam when he married, each taking his 
turn wielding the sharp-bladed hoe, and while my tooth-
less Burmese friend may be skinny he’s as tough and wiry 
as they come. When he takes his turn to dig everyone 
watches with admiration at the speed he lugs his hoe.
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A corner of a foreign field
‘If I should die think only this of me:
That there’s some corner of a foreign field
 That is forever England’ 
 Rupert Brooke, The Soldier.

The Chiang Mai Foreign Cemetery sits in a triangular 
plot of land on the old Chiang Mai to Lamphun Road, 
sharing a boundary with the Chiengmai Gymkhana Club. 
Note the word ‘Foreign’, not ‘Christian’, as when the Royal 
Deed of Gift for the land was granted by H.S.M. King 
Chulalongkorn, Rama V, on 4th July, 1898 it was explicit 
that the cemetery may be used ‘for the burial of the bodies 
only of foreigners’. This creates a problem for Thai spouses, 
as they can’t be buried with their partner, even if they 
have converted to Christianity, unless they have acquired 
foreign nationality.

Unlike the poet Brooke’s corner of a foreign field being 
England, the Foreign Cemetery is the last resting place of 
multiple nationalities, mainly European and American. 
Its carefully laid-out plots with crosses and tombstones 
could be anywhere, but it is the markers themselves that 
tell the stories of those who ended their days in Chiang 
Mai or wanted the city to be their last resting place. 

Some are simple, literally a marker – Felix Fert, French, 
who died in 2008, six months short of his sixtieth birth-
day; a white-painted cross with the hand-lettered name 
of Helen Myers Morse in black, weathered with age, 
although the ornate marble headstone of another Morse 
directly behind that of Helen, in this case one Betty Sue 
Merriweather Morse, is so effusive in its claims to Betty 
Sue’s near-sainthood that you almost expect to see ‘con-
tinued overleaf.’ inscribed on the bottom.

In keeping with their stiff upper lip image, the British 
tend to be tongue-in-cheek and succinct in their memorials. 

Tony Ball ‘Adventurer, English-
man, Ornithologist’, Dacre F.A. 
Raikes ‘Teak Wallah 1951-1956’, 
or Richard Willoughby-Wood 
MC who is simply described as 
‘An Asian Legend’.

Some markers are sad, such 
as those of Infant of AB Case 
d.1930, or that of Jenna Dawn 
Kellerer, 21st July, 1994, both 

still-born but whose short existence still merited recog-
nition, as indeed it should. But who can resist a smile at 
Happy Happy Sachiko – Sachiko Sato, 1937-2005, born in 
Osaka, who died at the age of 67 only a year after coming 
to live in Chiang Mai, her greatest interest at the time of 
her death being, apparently, computer graphics.

Whether we like it or not, inadvertent humour is ines-
capable in cemeteries. On the gravestone of New Yorker 
Arlon Arthur ‘Artie’ Waite it seems the person respon-
sible for lettering his marker wasn’t English-speaking, 
as instead of simply recording that ‘Artie’ was a ‘Farmer 
and Teacher’ they also copied the instructions, writing 
‘Headstone Read ‘Farmer and Teacher’’, while the epitaph 
of Sgt G.B. Cross USMC, which reads ‘Old soldiers never 
die, they just fade away’ is an apt sentiment, given that the 
wooden cross that bears the words is slowly disintegrat-
ing.

It’s comforting to know that when we turn up our toes 
there’s somewhere we can rest in peace, wrapped in our 
faith, whatever that faith may be, and whether our final 
destination is a grassy mound, an abandoned hole in the 
ground or a carefully laid out plot is immaterial, so long 
as in the heart of at least one person, we are ‘gone but not 
forgotten’

 

Members of the Chiang Mai Foreign Cemetery Committee 
have produced a excellent history of the Cemetery. See 
book reviews, p.19

When we visit a cemetery and 
see the markers and memorials, 
whether a simple cross or grand 
mausoleum, it’s easy to forget 
that the names on the tombstones 
belong to people who once lived 
and breathed, no-matter how 
long ago they were intered. They 
had lives and families, happiness 
and sadness but all too often we 
know nothing about them. This 
is remedied in the Chiang Mai 
Foreign Cemetery, where you 
can buy a copy of De Mortuis, the 
story of the cemetery and, where 
possible, those at rest there. And 
it makes fascinating reading, not 
only as a historical document but 
also to bring to life in some small 
way the names of those at rest in 
this hallowed ground. Available 
from the gatekeeper, 200 Baht.

Jimm Juree, ace crime reporter for 
the Chiang Mai Daily Mail, finds 
herself unexpectedly, and unhap-
pily, dragged to a dog-end resort 
in Southern Thailand when Mair, 
her mother, who might be drifting 
mentally, sells off the family home 
to buy the Gulf Bay Lovely Resort 
and Restaurant, where ‘lovely’ ex-
tends only as far as the name. But 
when the abbot at a local temple is 
viciously murdered Jimm, in the 
company of grandfather, a retired 
cop who rarely talks; a younger 
brother obsessed with body-build-
ing, and a transgendered, former 
beauty pageant queen, once an older 
brother, can’t resist investigating. A 
totally entertaining read in the first 
in a series of excellent Jimm Juree 
detective stories by the ever-
entertaining Colin Cotterill.

This meticulously researched doc-
ument by Bryan Walker, a resident 
of Chiang Mai for eight years, tells 
you almost everything you need to 
know about living here, from athletic 
clubs to vehicle services arranged 
alphabetically. What to see, eat and 
do, with an eclectic mix of much, 
much more to inform, whether you 
are a newcomer or long-time resi-
dent. The writer is always looking for 
more and includes a link for you to 
give your ideas of the best of Chiang 
Mai. Chiang Mai – What to see and 
do is in the process of being turned 
into an e-book but Bryan Walker has 
kindly offered readers of Chiang 
Mai uncovered the opportunity to 
download the document free for a 
limited period.
Download HERE (you need to 
register Obooko.com to download.)
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On Two Wheels Down by the
  Riverside

Leave the city at Pantip Plaza south heading 
down Changklan Road. After about ten min-
utes the road dips under the Superhighway 
and you see the Ping River flowing sedately 

on your left. Keep to the left and follow along the river. 
Moments later you glimpse the tantalising stupa of 
Wat Chediliem, tantalising because it’s on the other 
side of the river and it seems as if you are never going 
to find a bridge to cross and get at it. But you will, just 
persevere.
Soon you pass the Moroccan-style Hotel Shiek Istanar, 
where from its lovely gardens you have views across 
the river. Take a mint tea on the wooden gallery or 
return at another time to sample excellent tajine, 
couscous and other Moroccan cuisine. Having worked 
in Morocco for a number of years I can vouch for the 
authenticity of the food and surroundings, the same as 
if I was dining in Marrakech.
The next reference point is a green sign for FB Battery 
on your left, not that the batteries themselves are of 
any interest, but just past them on the right, set back 
from the road, is what at first glance appears to be a 
patch of land that has run to seed. To a degree you are 
right because this is one of three Muslim cemeteries 
in Chiang Mai and following the precepts of Islam, 
once the body is interred it is left to whither into the 
ground, the physical form forgotten, their existence 
marked only by a small headstone. (See Gone But Not 
Forgotten p.16)
Back on the road, ten minutes later you pass under the 

outer ring road and immediately on your left you see 
swathes of cultivated lawn surrounding two houses. 
The first is the epitome of the well-to-do English bun-
galow; next to it is the palatial residence of the very-
well-to-do-indeed. A sweeping stairway leads from the 
equally sweeping lawns to the entrance between a pair 
of two-story fluted Corinthian columns. On pedestals 
at the bottom of the stairway stand two Etruscan-style 
ladies supporting lamps in the manner of the Statue 
of Liberty. Ostentation heaped upon ostentation, and 
despite having made this ride a number of times I’ve 
never seen a single human movement. Moments later 
you come to a one-car width bridge with a temple at 
the far end, your first opportunity to cross the Ping. 
Take it.

Going up in flames
A little further on is Wat Koh Klang. The temple itself 
is attractive in the usual ornate way, but it’s what takes 
place in the walled compound behind that is the real 
fascination. If you have every attended a Thai funeral 
you will have seen the ornately decorated bier in which 
the deceased make their last earthly trip on their way 
to the crematorium. These biers are hand-made from 
wood and papier mache, decorated with ornately 
pierced friezes of coloured foil reminiscent of the fan-
ciest of doilies, everything to go up in a blaze to take 
the dearly departed to his next incarnation. Some of 
them are moderately simple affairs, a wooden platform 
and four pillars supporting a canopy, but the beauties 

The first part of this ride is simply getting out of Chiang Mai, but 
soon you will be on country roads almost devoid of traffic. 

under construction at the workshop behind Wat Koh 
Klang are top of the range – the very top of the range. 
Painted elephants heads, giant gaily decorated wings, 
woven bamboo constructions that look like skeletal 
forms of some nightmarish bird, not a lot of it makes 
sense until you look at the photos showing the final 
construction going up in flames, which shows that 
each separate element is part of an enormous structure 
the size of a small temple as designed by Walt Disney, 
for which someone has paid around 300,000 baht to 
say the ultimate goodbye to their loved one.
Continue down this road to the end of the white wall 
and take the left opposite the temple sign, just before 
the market, a pleasant and peaceful country road that 
prepares you for the hectic few moments ahead.
When you arrive at the T-junction with the Outer Ring 
Road be cautious but not nervous. Keep well to the left 
to follow the slip road that’s a U-turn under a flyover. 
Immediately you come out from under the 
flyover in the curve of the U you will see 
a small road to the left that passes under 
the shade of trees. This road runs paral-
lel with the slip road leading to the Ring 
Road. Cross over the next junction, staying 
parallel with the Ring Road, although there 
are buildings between you and the traffic. (Don’t worry 
if you miss the small road as you come out from under 
the flyover, take the next left just as you get to where 
the slip road joins the main road and turn immediately 
right.) You follow a quiet, winding road for a few min-
utes until it brings you to a T-junction with a wat on the 
left with what appears to be a tall water tower. Turn left.

The tantalising stupa
A few minutes later you arrive at Wat Chediliem with 
the white stupa that tantalised you from across the 
river, one of thirty temples in the locality. Said to date 
from the 13th century, stories vary as to whether it was 
built for relics of Buddha or the bones of a king’s wife. 
As pristine white and multi-layered as a wedding cake, 
much of the decoration of the chedi was added in 1912 
when a merchant of Burmese origin brought artists 
and technicians from his homeland to restore and fan-
cify the edifice – and fancify they did!
Leave by the rear entrance, turn left and immediately 
right along what looks like a dishevelled village green 
with a large tree in the centre. (Not the main road that 
runs under an arch.) You pass by a series of temple 
ruins, part of the complex of the ancient city of Wiang 
Kum Kam. (These temples are a popular tourist venue 

so be aware of the small tour busses and horse-drawn 
carriages that take up much of the width of this narrow 
road.)
On this pleasant meander you will see ruins through 
the trees, but one of the most important is the first you 
come to on your right, Wat Thatkhao, with a statue of a 
Buddha draped in golden cloth. (There are information 
plaques in English both here and at Wat Chediliem.)
Stay on this road and when you come to the next one 
cross over, following the red and white signs for the 
Lanna Rice Barn – that’s where you are heading next. 
When you see the next sign for the Rice Barn beside an 
old wooden gate with a beautiful fretwork portico that 
seems to direct you to the road opposite, ignore this 
sign because the side road is a dead end and you are 
just being told to follow the sharp left bend immediate-
ly ahead of you. You come to a long, modern, corru-
gated building with the walls at the end painted yellow, 

just after that is a sign for the Rice Barn 
to the left, sending you up a narrow ce-
ment road. That’s the one to follow. You 
will know you are there when you see 
some beautiful old buildings on your left 
with a long white sinuous Naga leading 
you to a tight left-hand bend in front of 

another ruin with elephants heads at the base. Ride a 
few metres to the end of this ruin and take a left into 
the Lanna Rice Barn gates. 
Take the road directly in front of the gate when you 
leave the Barn, following a sharp right then sharp left 
bend that takes you to a T-junction. Turn right and 
follow it until you arrive at a T-junction with a stupa 
and Buddha statue on your left, where you go left. This 
is the old road between Chiang Mai and Lamphun, and 
the last leg back into Chiang Mai. If you are peckish 
there is a food court on the left a few minutes further 
on that serves decent, economic food. Just under the 
flyover, on your right, opposite a water tower, is a won-
derful second-hand superstore.
At the next traffic lights, straight ahead takes you back 
to Chiang Mai and Narawat bridge, passing the For-
eign Cemetery on the right, or you can turn left over 
the river, right at the end, left five minutes later, just 
after the footbridge over the road, and right at the next 
traffic lights, then it’s five minutes ride back to Pantip 
Plaza.

You can download a Word document to print and 
follow the route HERE

The size of a 
small temple 
designed by 
Walt Disney

http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/On-Two-Wheels.docx
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We’re all used to the various forms of tourism – ru-
ral tourism, health tourism, adventure tourism – their 
names being pretty self-explanatory, but a new form of 
tourism has been added to the list, voluntourism, the 
marrying of volunteering and tourism. In reality it’s 
been around for a while, usually in the form of organ-
isations inviting people to take part in their program 
and quite often charging them a 
pretty packet to do so. In a project 
currently running at Chiang Mai’s 
Far Eastern University they are 
taking a different approach, bring-
ing together those who want to 
contribute by way of donating their 
time, skills or resources with those 
who will benefit from them most, 
mainly in rural areas of Chiang 
Mai; volunteering+travel=volun-
tourism.

Tony Bigga is a lecturer in Tour-
ism and English for Tourism at 
the university and part of the team 
that research alternative ways to promote 
Chiang Mai beyond zip wires and elephant hospitals.

‘Voluntourism isn’t a real name, it’s just a word we 
use to explain the concept. At the moment we work 
with sixteen NGO’s in Chiang Mai province that need 
volunteers for anything from building toilets at local 
schools to advising elderly people on good nutrition. 
Some people who contact us want to donate physical 
things such as building materials whereas others want 
to be personally involved in something that helps the 
community. A lot depends on how much time they 
have so we work with them to find the right project 
that will benefit both sides. They get to meet local peo-
ple and use their skills productively and the villagers 

get the benefit of those skills and the opportunity to 
meet people from different cultures.’

On the flip side of the coin rural communities are 
creating a movement away from the old idea of rural 
tourism, a trip to the countryside to sample the de-
lights of mountains or artificially designed entertain-
ment masquerading as rural activities.

One of the main problems with 
any sort of tourism is that most of 
the income stays in the hands of the 
tour operator, invariably city-based, 
who doles out a small percentage to 
those who actually provide the rural 
services. Community Based Tourism 
(CBT) turns this on its head, putting 
the income in the hands of those 
who provide it – the villagers them-
selves.

‘CBT is a form of tourism where 
people in the village manage their 
own attractions. If you go to a travel 
agency the income goes to them, 

but if you use CBT the income will be divided 
among the house owners. If you need accommodation 
you will stay in the house of a villager and you pay 
the householder direct for food and accommodation. 
The villager will take you around their area. The idea 
of CBT is to share benefits with the villagers who own 
the resources, not to hand over to a business that takes 
most of the money and the villages get very little.’

It might seem an obvious idea for villages to make 
the most of what is directly on their doorstep, but it’s 
not quite as easy as it sounds. A lot depends on good 
village leadership, unity and skills in managing the 
village’s resources, and there are only around eight to 
ten villages in Chiang Mai, Mae Hong Son and Chiang 

Tony Bigga on tour

The Go-between Guy
A new unit at Chiang Mai’s Far Eastern University aims to ease the way 

for volunteers, as well as putting money from rural tourism where it belongs 
- in the hands of the villagers who provide the services

Rai that are ready for it.
‘We do a survey to check a village’s readiness for 

CBT, but there are very few that are. It’s mainly the 
village leader who has the confidence of the villagers 
who can make CBT work. A good example of this is 
Mae Kam Pong where the village leader has good con-
nections with academics in universities who can advise 
him when the village needs help with a project.

‘The people of the village have great local wisdom 
about taking care of themselves using Thai medicines, 
they know Thai massage, are very specialised in tea 
and coffee growing, the village is in a peaceful loca-
tion with an ancient temple, waterfalls and trekking 
to the top of the mountains. Combine these and you 
give visitors a much more personal understanding of 
Thai village life while using the income it generates to 
benefit the people who live there, which is far more 
important and acceptable than putting the larger part 
of the income in a travel agent’s pocket.’

When not working with villages and volunteers Tony 
Bigga offers tours of Chiang Mai and further afield.

‘I've been a tour guide for more than ten years. I 
think a guiding job is like an ambassador, you can 
share local knowledge with international people who 
have travelled to our cities and to help people get the 

right understanding of our cities and culture because 
some people when they travel don’t know anything 
other than from what they read in guide books.’ And 
most guide books tend to repeat the same-old, same-
old with very little local knowledge behind them. So 
does Tony have any particular favourites? 

‘Wat Gate area because there are a lot of galleries. In 
Wat Gate Museum the elderly gentleman who runs it, 
Mr Somnang R. Tidaj, loves his community a lot and 
it’s a good example of what people who love their com-
munity can do. The museum is his passion and houses 
his own collection, which is very big because he’s been 
collecting for sixty years. The area is where trading in 
teak took place in the old days and when they decided 
to start the museum they asked people to donate their 
collections to the temple. The people of Wat Gate were 
very generous so you have a very wide and unusual 
collection housed in a very old building that was once 
the monks’ accommodation. It’s a wonderful place to 
visit.’

For further information about volunteering, Community 
Based Tourism or guided tours in Chiang Mai, you can 
contact Tony Bigga at bnithat@gmail.com. 
Tel. 081 992 4529

And don’t forget...
To subscribe to future issues of Chiang Mai uncovered
To contact the editor
To download Eye on Chiang Mai photobook

If you enjoyed the magazine please tell you friends (and 
preferably send it to them). If you didn’t, please tell me - 

politely, of course!
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commuity and 
the result is Wat 
Gate Museum

A delicate 
touch
The fine art of 
traditional Thai 
fruit and vege-
table carving

A sight for 
sore eyes
A ruined tobacco 
curer, beautiful 
gardens, hand-
made umbrellas 
all to be seen in 
this bike ride

mailto:bnithat%40gmail.com?subject=
http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/
mailto:derek%40chiangmaiuncovered.com?subject=I%20have%20a%20suggestion/comment/query%20for%20Chiang%20Mai%20Uncovered
http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Eye-on-Chiang-Mai-red.pdf
mailto:derek%40chiangmaiuncovered.com?subject=Could%20I%20have%20a%20word%20please?
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Click on the logo to make sure you don’t 
miss a single issue of 

Chiang
  Mai uncovered

http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Eye-on-Chiang-Mai-red.pdf
http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/
http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/
http://chiangmaiuncovered.com/

